
Locomotive Driver
Finally completed the schematic.  Now for the layout.  It is getting warm here so I will need to spend more time 

inside.  That will give me some additional time to finish this up. 
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Note:
This is not a complex electronics project but since we are
 dealing with Li-Ion batteries, safety is of major concern 
 here.   Li-Ion batteries are known to explode or catch
 fire if not handled properly.  I urge everyone that is think-
 ing of using Li-Ion batteries in their next project, read up
 on how to use these batteries safely.  There are many web
 sites to help you.

If you discover grammatical or spelling errors in
this newsletter, please accept my apologies and

please remember I was an Engineering major not
an English major.  Also please be advised that I am not a 

very good photographer.

Be on the lookout for our new YouTube 
channel.  In it we will discuss many of the 

things that we cover in the newsletter, but in 
greater detail.  We will be starting with 

Modeling software for 3D printing.



Garden Plants – Creeping Thyme
Common names – Creeping Thyme
Botanical name -  Thymus spp.  
Plant type – Herbaceous, perennial
Mature Size – 2-6 in. tall, 6-18 in.

wide
Sun exposure – Full sun.
Soil type – Well drained, sandy
Soil pH – Neutral, Alkaline.
Bloom time – Summertime.
Flower color – Pink, white, purple
Hardiness zones – Zones 2-9.
Native area – Europe
Toxicity – Non-Toxic, most are

edible

The Creeping Thyme makes a wonderful ground cover.  The have fine textured blue-green leaves and they also 
produce flowers of various colors, depending on the type.

Creeping thyme can become woody over time.  If the wood stems take over, you may want to either remove and
replace the plants or stongle prune back the plants to rejuvenate growth.

And beware of root rot in wet soggy soil.  Creep thyme does well in loose, sandy, rocky soil and even loam if it 
drains well.  Generally thyme plants don't like humidity so if you live in a humid area and your plant starts 
loosing leave or the foliage is looking rough, trim off the affected stem to improve air circulation and try 
adding sand or gravel around the plant's base to prevent contact with moist soil.

After a period of time you will find that Thyme plants can get woody stems.  If you want to rejuvenate growth, 
you may want to strongly prune back the plants.  Else you can remove and replace.
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3D Printing – Leveling your Resin 3D printer build plate
The first layer coming out of your resin 3D printer is the most important.  It must be PERFECT, else you will 

end up with mistakes and inconsistances in the print and any error in the first layer will cascade to following 
layers.  An essential part of any 3D printer is the build plate and ensuring that the LCD is not only parallel to 
the build plate, but that the build plate itself is level.  Now this does not mean level with the earth's tangent 
plane but the screen is the same distance to the build plate at any point along the screens surface.

First grab some 120 grit and 80 grit sandpaper.  A full sheet of each is all you need.  Next you will need a piece 
of glass which will make the flat surface on which to sand.  It should be the size of the sheet of sandpaper or 
larger.  You will also need some isopropyl alcohol and a dry lint free cloth.  Lastly, you will need some nitrile 
gloves and a dust mask. 

Now for the hard work.  Remove your build plate from the 3D printer and clean the build plate with isopropyl 
alcohol.  Be sure to clean the whole build plate, all exposed surfaces.  Dry it with a lint free cloth.  Place a 
piece of 120 grit sandpaper on the glass rough side up.  Put the build plate on the sandpaper and press down 
lightly and as evenly as you can.  Slide the build plate away from you keeping an even pressure on the build 
plate.  Check to see if you have any spots that do not have scratches, meaning it is not level.  Rotate the build 
plate 90° and continue.  Check the build plate often and continue rotating the build plate 90° until there are 
sandpaper scratches evenly across the entire build plate.  Clean the build plate often with isopropyl alcohol 
while checking the scratches.

Change to the 80 grit sandpaper.  I know, this seems to wrong order for the sandpaper.  The 80 grit sandpaper 
will rough up the plate so the resin will adhere to the plate.  Again, rotate 90° until there a deep scratches in 
the build plate.  Clean everthing again with isopropyl alcohol.  Now use the 120 grit sandpaper a couple of 
times to get some of the burrs off the plate.  You do not want to remove the deep gouges.  Give the build plate 
one last good cleaning and reinstall on the machine.

Run through your normal leveling procedure and make sure the LCD and build plate are as parallel as you can 
get them.  Now run as test article at the slowest speed.  This will give you optimum accuracy for the test 
article.  Measure the test article for square and dimensions.  When you are satisfied it is time to run some 
parts.

Thanks to MatterHackers for help on this article.
 

Time to work on the Railroad
Still pouring concrete and laying track a couple of days afterwards.  Slow work but I am making progress.  I 

figure that I still have another 800 feet of track to lay.  This is going to take a while.  In the meantime I am also
3D printing Harp Switch Stands that will go in another couple of months.  Still no gophers although they are 
busy attacking other portions of my yard.
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Mission Statement:
We are about education, instruction, products and having fun with G Scale model railroading.  We cover such things as
photography, video, metal working, 3D printing, electronics and much, much more.  At heart everyone here is a maker. 
That means we enjoy the journey as much as the finished product.   

To unsubscribe from this newsletter please send an email to:  support@rallecrailroad and just include the word “stop”. 

Rallec Railroading
30696 Mesa Crest Road

Valley Center, California  92082
760-749-9660
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